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Abstract 

Sentiment analysis is a well-researched     
field, and there currently exists numerous      
methods that accomplish this. This can have       
many applications on the field of linguistics.       
We are interested in applying sentiment      
analysis to cancer in order to better       
understand public opinion of cancer, and      
how that has changed over time, as       
treatment as evolved. In this paper, we       
present a new method of sentiment analysis.       
The model classifies a phrase as either       
positive or negative, and achieves high      
accuracies. In this paper, we compare our       
model’s accuracies, to previous baselines.     
Next, we use this model, as well as        
pre-existing models, in order to better      
understand cancer trends, as shown through      
news articles, tweets, and journal articles. 

1 Introduction 

In the field of natural language      
understanding, sentiment analysis is a     
prominent and well-researched area. However,     
although it has been researched generally, it has        
not really been applied to understanding specific       
natural language topics. More specifically, we      
are interested in looking into the topic of cancer         
- a disease that is not only constantly evolving,         
but one in which the treatments and research are         
progressively getting better.  

Paralleling this evolving disease and     
treatment is an evolving sentiment towards that       
disease. As society gets a better understanding       
of the disease and its treatment improves,       
people’s attitudes and sentiments towards the      
disease evolve. We are interested in analyzing       
both public and scientific opinion regarding      
cancer. Furthermore, in doing so, we hope to        
improve upon sentiment analysis models.  

Our project has two main goals: first we        
aim to improve upon current sentiment analysis       
models. This part of our research is heavy on         
the theoretical and experimental side. Second,      
we apply our improved models to cancer, in        
order to better understand the trends, over the        
past several years. In this second part of our         
project, we look at three main sources: public        
opinion, exposed through social media sites      
such as Twitter, media’s opinion, exposed      
through news sites such as CNN and New York         
Times, and scientific opinion, exposed through      
scraped journals. This will allow us to see how         
the treatment of cancer has evolved and       
improved over the years. Furthermore we will       
be able to see how better treatment of the         
disease has shaped media coverage, and how       
media coverage has in turn shaped public       
attitude and perception. All this will allow us to         
better understand the landscape of cancer and       
how it is evolving, as cancer continues to touch         
millions of lives every year. 

2 Prior Literature 

2.1 Sentiment Analysis 

Prior research in sentiment analysis involve      
several main approaches, by either improving      
the classifiers or developing new features for       
analysis. Research in improving classifiers are      
demonstrated in SemEval’s Tweet Sentiment     
classifier in both supervised and unsupervised      
settings, where the outcomes of these      
sentiments are either categorized to “favor” or       
“against” outcomes (Mohammad et. al.). This      
does, however, present a more binarized      
outcome and approach to classifying sentiment;      
nonetheless, prior research in these tasks was       
mostly aimed at improving classifiers’ baselines      
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such as the use of majority class,       
SVM-unigrams, SVM-ngrams, and   
SVM-ngrams-comb, where n-grams are based     
on both word n-grams and character n-grams       
(Mullen et. al.). Among the baselines, the       
SVM-ngrams and SVM-ngrams-comb perform    
better than SVM-unigrams alone. 

In the supervised categorization section,     
standard word-classification such as n-grams     
and word embedding vectors are widely used       
with standard sentiment analysis from sentiment      
lexicons (Tang et. al.). Continuous word      
representations and was a key differentiator in       
the submissions’ accuracies. On the other hand,       
for the unsupervised task, the best submission       
received used a rule-based annotation of the       
domain corpus to train a deep convolutional       
neural network in differentiating ‘favor’ from      
‘against’ instances, and the output was      
combined with rules to produce predictions at       
test time (Mohammad et. al.). 

It is also important to note the type of         
corpus which we aim to classify, whether it be         
news articles, tweets or research journals. Pang       
et. al. provided insights by showing that       
unigrams outperform bigrams for sentiment     
analysis on movie reviews, and Dave et. al.        
showed that bigrams and trigrams worked better       
for product-review polarity classification.    
Generally, it was claimed that higher-order      
n-grams can better capture patterns of sentiment       
expressions whereas unigrams provide better     
coverage of the data. 

Furthermore, other research done in the      
field of sentiment classification involve     
discovering novel methods and features to      
represent corpus that could hopefully provide      
better insight and accuracies for sentiment      
evaluation. For instance, new features such as       
Semantic Orientation of a word (difference      
between its PMI with word “excellent” and its        
PMI with the word “poor”), and Osgood       
semantic differentiation values derived from     
minimal path length (MPL) in WordNet      
between adjective and “good” and MPL      
between adjective and the word “bad”. These       
new features are also experimented with new       
hybrid SVM classifiers which combine     

unigram-style feature-based SVMs with those     
based on real-valued favorability measures     
obtain superior performance. 

2.2 Word Representations 

The field of learning modern word      
representations was largely created by the      
publication of Word2Vec, a seminal paper that       
introduced one of the first large, at scale,        
machine learning models for word embeddings      
(Mikolov et. al.). This work was recently       
followed up by GloVe, an alternative method       
for training such models, and newer research       
has focused on expanding the applications of       
both techniques (Yang et. al., Melamud et. al.). 

Word2Vec is focused on the problem of       
computing continuous vector representations of     
words, from extremely large datasets. The      
central purpose of the research is to introduce        
techniques that can be used for learning and        
obtaining state-of-the-art word vectors. The     
paper presents two new model architectures that       
learn these vector representations of words, with       
a central focus on neural nets (Mikolov et. al.).  

The researchers tried out both a continuous       
bag-of-words model, as well as a continuous       
skip-gram model. The former is similar to the        
feedforward neural net language model, and the       
nonlinear hidden layer is removed and the       
projection layer is shared for all words (all        
words are projected into the same position). In        
this model, order of words does not influence        
the projection. The latter model is similar to the         
former, with the exception that it tried to        
maximize classification of a word based on       
another word in the same sentence, instead of        
predicting the current word based on the       
context. 

The next big advancement in the field was        
with the formation of GloVe, global vectors for        
word representation (Pennington et. al.). This      
approach focuses on the model properties      
needed to capture fine-grained semantic and      
syntactic regularities using vector arithmetic.     
Prior to this research, the two main model        
families used for learning word vectors were       
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global matrix factorization methods, and local      
context window methods.  

However, as noted by the paper, both       
models have weaknesses. The former has poor       
performance on the word analogy task, and the        
latter has poor performance of utilizing the       
statistics of the corpus. The resulting model,       
GloVe, trains only on the nonzero elements in a         
co-occurrence matrix, instead of on the entire       
sparse matrix, or even on individual context       
windows. In doing so, the model is efficiently        
able to leverage statistical information. 

3 Methods 

3.1 Datasets 

The main dataset used to validate our       
sentiment analysis approach was the     
Sentiment140 dataset, developed by Go et. al.       
These researchers collected 800 thousand     
positive tweets and 800 thousand negative ones,       
for a total of 1.6 million tweets. Unlike other         
datasets, they annotated this one automatically      
using distant supervision, so some of the data        
might be noisy. Further, due to misspellings,       
emojis, and slang, tweets are the perfect form of         
natural language and are a challenging target for        
models to correct analyze. Some examples of       
tweets can be found in Table 1. 

 

Label Date Text 

0 4/6/9 
22:20:03 

is upset that he can't update 
his Facebook by texting it... 
and might cry as a result 

0 4/6/9 
22:26:29 
2009 

@stark YOU don't follow 
me, either and i work for 
you! 

1 4/16/9 
08:38:57  

You heard it here first -- 
We're having a girl.  

1 4/16/9 
08:40:49 

Happy 38th Birthday to my 
boo of alll time!!! 

 
Table 1: Example tweets from the Sentiment140       
dataset, labelled 0 (negative) or 1 (positive). 

Additionally, in order to specifically     
understand sentiment towards cancer, we     
scraped a custom dataset from three various       
sources. First, we downloaded 60 thousand      
tweets in the past year through the Twitter API         
in a custom scraper. Next, we implemented a        
scraper for CNN, searching for cancer keywords       
such as cancer and tumor, and custom parsing        
the HTML for titles, dates, and bylines. This        
resulted in 1000 news articles, around 100 per        
year for the past 10 years. Finally, we scraped         
journal articles, again searching for cancer      
keywords using HTML parsing, resulting in      
2000 journal articles over the past 20 years. To         
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time          
such a varied and cancer-specific dataset has       
been collected before. 

3.2 Sentiment Analysis Model 

As part of each model, we processed our        
dataset by individually preprocessing each input      
tweet. First, each tweet is converted to       
lowercase and all unicode characters are      
decoded. We then tokenize the tweets by       
whitespace, to form individual words, and      
remove words that start with either "@", "#", or         
"http". This removes any Twitter mentions,      
hashtags, or links. Each individual word is also        
stemmed using the Porter stemming algorithm.      
Finally, we remove stop words, as defined by        
the NLTK corpus, but whitelist some important       
ones that convey context (such as "not"). 

As a baseline model we explored using a        
Naive Bayes classifier, where the features are       
the tokens in the tweets. We used three        
variations of this baseline: one that uses binary        
counts of each word (whether it appears or not),         
one that uses the raw counts of each word, and          
one that uses the TF-IDF counts of each word         
and present the version that uses TF-IDF counts,        
as it had the best results. 

We then implemented various models     
utilizing word embeddings. First, we     
implemented a model that takes words from a        
sentence, converts them to word embeddings      
using Word2Vec, combines the word     
embeddings, and performs the classification     
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through a shallow set of FFN layers (Figure 1).         
We explored two main ways of combining word        
embeddings: direct averaging, and TF-IDF     
averaging. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Simple sentiment analysis model that       
takes words from a sentence, converts them to their         
embeddings, and combines them into a sentence       
embedding to perform the classification. 

 
Next, instead of naively averaging the word       

embeddings to form a sentence embedding, we       
introduced another FFN layer that learned the       
sentence embedding from a flattened,     
concatenated set of word embeddings. To do so,        
all tweets were zero padded and truncated at        
500 words. After exploring the FFN approach,       
we moved to basing the model off of an RNN,          
to exploit the sequential nature of words in a         
sentence. We tried out two main approaches: a        
many-to-many, and a many-to-one. In the      
former, we pass word embeddings into the RNN        
cell to learn phrase embeddings, which are then        
passed into a FFN to predict sentiment. In the         
latter, multiple word embeddings are passed      
into a FFN to learn a phrase embedding, which         
is passed for each phrase into the RNN cell that          
predicts a single sentiment output. In these       
models instead of solely using Word2Vec as the        
core word embeddings model, we also utilize       
GloVe, as presented in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Improved sentiment analysis model that       
utilizes a recurrent framework to process phrases in        
three word intervals and utilizes word embeddings       
from both GloVe and Word2Vec. 

3.3 Experimental Setup 

All models were evaluated on four NVIDIA       
Tesla K80 GPUs with 11 GB memory each. The         
sentiment analysis dataset was split 80-10-10      
into training, validation, and testing. Models      
were trained using the Adam optimizer, with a        
batch size of 128. Due to the large amount of          
data, models converged within 3 epochs. As       
sentiment analysis is essentially a classification      
problem, we used categorical cross entropy loss       
and framed a softmax activated output. ReLU       
activations were used throughout the models.      
The RNN models utilized LSTM cells. The       
main metric for evaluation was accuracy, but we        
also record precision, recall, and F1 score. 

4 Results 

As illustrated in Table 2, in terms of our         
baseline models, the best model was AVG       
W2V-300, which uses a word embedding      
dimension of 300 and directly averages word       
embeddings in a sentence. This has a 3%        
increase in accuracy over the Naive Bayes       
baseline. Although this improvement does not      
seem large, when applied to the full dataset, this         
is an extra 48 thousand correct tweets. 
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Table 2: Results of our baseline models on        
validation set. The best model was AVG W2V-300.        
Dim refers to the embedding dimension. 
 

There are two likely reasons why AVG       
W2V-300 outperforms the other models. First, it       
makes sense that 300 is the best choice of the          
embedding dimension, as it is large enough to        
capture complex relationships and meanings     
between words (which is where 100 and 200        
would fail), while remaining small enough to       
avoid overfitting to the words in the dataset (as         
in 400 and 500). Next, it makes sense that the          
averaging model (AVG) outperforms TF-IDF as      
it is less important to weigh words in a sentence          
based on how frequently those words appear in        
other tweets. 

We also performed another qualitative     
experiments to investigate how word meaning      
changed as we increased word embedding size       
by investigating which words cancer was most       
similar to. We see that in general, the word         
embedding models do learn the proper      
relationships between words. For instance in      
Figure 3, the models learn that words related to         
cancer include "breast", "tumor", "diagnosed",     
"cervical", "lung", "surgery", "colon", and     
"kidney". Although the models vary largely      
when the embedding dimension is less than 200,        
the rankings become gradually more consistent      
and more intuitive as the embedding dimension       
increases.  
 

 
 

Figure 3: The effect of model complexity (word        
embedding dim) on word rankings. We generally see        
that with a model complexity of at least 300 the          
models become fairly consistent. 

 
We now present results of our three more        

intricate models, which directly utilize both      
Word2Vec and GloVe, and instead of directly       
forming phrase or sentence embeddings, allow      
the model to learn these weights. The F1 score,         
precision, recall, and accuracy are presented in       
Table 3 on the validation set, and the results of          
the best model is also presented on the test set. 

As demonstrated in the table, the many to        
one RNN performed best on the validation set,        
and had reasonable results on the test set. In         
order to determine how inaccurate this model       
was, we also investigated human error on the        
Sentiment140 dataset by randomly sampling     
100 tweets and classifying them manually. In       
doing so, we had an accuracy of around 85%,         
suggesting that our model reaches near human       
accuracy in sentiment analysis. 

 

Model F1 Prec Rec Acc 

Dense FFN 0.797 0.768 0.829 0.805 

RNN (M2M) 0.806 0.751 0.870 0.819 

RNN (M2O) 0.826 0.813 0.839 0.829 

RNN (M2O) Test 0.822 0.807 0.837 0.825 

 
Table 3: Results on the validation set for our three          
improved models, as well as on the test set for our           
best model (the RNN M2O). 

5 Cancer Analysis 

5.1 Analyzing Cancer Sentiment in News 

Sentiment Analysis. We applied the our      
improved model on the topic of cancer on news         
articles, with other sentiment analysis as      
baselines. We ran sentiment models on the CNN        
news dataset related to cancer, and tracked the        
changes in sentiment toward cancer over the       
years. We also compared the sentiment with       
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other baselines such as TextBlob’s polarity API,       
and NLTK Sentiment Analysis baseline on the       
same dataset. We ran our model on the dataset,         
and we took the mean of positive/negative       
sentiments for the same year over different       
articles, and obtained the results below. 

 
 
Figure 4: Improved sentiment analysis model with       
RNN and GloVe and Word2Vec embeddings applied       
to CNN Cancer Articles over 8 years. The y-axis         
represents the softmax scores of positive and       
negative sentiments each year. A score of above 0.5         
indicates the dominant sentiment in that year. 
 

Some crucial observations which we notice       
include a general rising trend in negative       
sentiments and a corresponding drop in positive       
sentiment over the years, except for 2018 where        
we note a significant irregularity with a sharp        
dip in negative sentiment and a corresponding       
large spike in positive attitudes towards cancer.       
We compare our results obtained from the       
trained RNN model above to a baseline below. 

 
 
Figure 6: NLTK Sentiment Analysis applied to the        
same CNN cancer dataset for baseline comparison. 
 

We note some key observations by       
comparing against the baseline. Firstly, we      
verified that the general trend of dropping       
positivity is valid between our model and the        
baseline. However, there are two key      
differences. Our model generally predicts     
positive sentiments to be the dominant one,       
which is different from NLTK’s model which       
consistently gives higher scores for negative      
sentiments over the years. Moreover, our model       
detected spikes of optimism in 2016, which also        
correlates with the spike of positivity towards       
cancer in 2015-2016 period. With greater      
investigation, we speculated that this could be       
due to the publication of “When Breath       
Becomes Air” in January 2016, which portrays       
a neurosurgeon’s inspirational battle against     
cancer. 
 
Word2Vec on Cancer Articles. We also      
evaluated our trained Word2Vec model on      
CNN articles. This provides valuable     
information in changes over the past decade       
about cancer relating to different genders or       
treatments. Here, we compare most similar      
words based on Word2Vec score in early and        
late 2010s with evidence that supports our       
claims in improving positive sentiment: in 2012,       
the stemmed word ‘diagnosi’ is ranked 9th in        
2012, but it climbed to 4th/5th in 2018.        
Moreover, we observed that prominence of      
‘breast’ and ‘diabet’ was replaced by ‘ovarian’,       
‘liver’ and ‘melanoma’ in late 2010s; this       
demonstrates the changing nature of the types of        
cancer in news and media outlets. 
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Figure 7: Top 10 words ranked by Word2Vec score         
in 2012 and 2018 trained on CNN articles. 

5.2 Analyzing Cancer Sentiment through    
Tweets 

Twitter offers a great view of public       
sentiment, and thus makes it a great place to         
obtain data from. For the tweets, we ran both         
our model and TextBlob’s polarity. When using       
our model, we ran the model on each tweet, and          
calculated the average negative and positive      
sentiment for each hashtag, across all tweets of        
the hashtag. The results are shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: These two graphs show the sentiment of         
tweets associated with different hashtags. The x-axis       

is the hashtag, while the y-axis is a number between          
0 and 1, indicating how positive/negative the average        
sentiment is for all tweets containing the hashtag.  
 

From the graph, we observe that although all         
the hashtags are related to cancer, the public’s        
sentiment towards each varies widely. For      
instance, for words like ‘carcinogen’ and      
‘malignant’, we see that they are more strongly        
associated with negative sentiments. This is      
expected, since these words are associated with       
negative connotations, and indicate the presence      
or the spread of cancer. On the other hand, for          
words like ‘beatcancer’ and ‘cancersurvivor’,     
we see that they are associated with positive        
sentiments with optimism. We also used      
TextBlob’s polarity as a baseline for      
comparison as shown in Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9: These two graphs show the polarity of         
tweets associated with different hashtags, as      
measured by the TextBlob API. The x-axis is the         
hashtag, while the y-axis is a number indicating the         
average polarity for all tweets containing that       
particular hashtag.  
 

We can see that both our model, and the          
baseline, achieve similar results. For instance,      
both models found that the words ‘malignant’,       
and ‘metastasis’ are associated with negative      
connotations, while ‘beatcancer’ and    
‘cancersurvivor’ are positive terms. However, it      
differs for ‘lymphoma’, where our model      
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classifies it as more negative, while TextBlob       
classifies it as more positive. This is probably        
due to noisy data, since, for that particular term,         
we did not find too many tweets. In short, we          
see that different terms associated with cancer       
have widely different sentiments. 

5.3 Analysis through Journal Articles 

Journal articles give valuable scientific     
perspectives on cancer, and how treatment has       
been progressing. We ran our model, on various        
journal article related to cancer, in the past 20         
years. In total, we had about 2000 journal        
articles, and we were able to track the changes         
in sentiment toward cancer over the last 20        
years. When using our model, we grouped each        
article by year, and for each year, we took the          
average negative sentiment and positive     
sentiment. We then averaged the results over       
four years, so that we can display them in a          
graph. The results are shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: The graph above shows how sentiment in         
journal articles related to cancer has changed over        
the passed 20 years. At each point, we averaged the          
positive/negative sentiment over four years. 
 

From the graph, we see no clear trend in the          
sentiment towards cancer exhibited by journal      
articles. The minimal variation displayed by the       
graph is not significant, and is most likely due         
to sampling bias, since for each year, we only         
collected a small fraction of journal articles       
related to cancer to include in our dataset. This         
was necessary, to make our dataset of       
reasonable size. 

In our data, for consistency, we kept the        
number of journal articles per year constant.       
However, in reality, the number of journal       
articles related to cancer has increased rapidly       
over the passed 20 years, illustrating an       
increasing clinical interest in cancer. Although      
Figure 10 shows no clear change in sentiment        
towards cancer in journal articles over time, the        
reality is that attitude towards cancer in the        
medical field has changed. While cancer      
treatment has evolved and improved     
tremendously in the past 2 decades, there tend        
to be a rhetoric focused on science journals,        
which tends to be devoid of emotion. Thus,        
when attempting to classify sentiment in such       
scientific writings, we see nothing very      
informative. In short, while the treatment of       
cancer has evolved over the passed 20 years, we         
see no major change in the sentiment towards        
cancer, as displayed by scientific journals.  

6 Conclusions 

In this paper we explored the field of        
sentiment analysis, and applied it to cancer in        
order to get a better understanding on how the         
public currently views cancer, and how that       
trend has been changing over time. In doing so,         
we were able to develop a novel and accurate         
model for sentiment analysis that incorporates      
the advantages of word representations and      
recurrent neural networks.  

Once we trained and developed the model,       
we were able to apply it to cancer, and we          
gained some important insights. We saw that,       
contrary to popular belief, as well as our        
original belief, attitudes towards cancer has      
remained relatively constant over the past      
several years, even though treatment has      
steadily improved. However, from a linguistics      
perspective, we did see that cancer is a very         
broad topic, and contains many subtopics. Each       
of these subtopics is associated with different       
sentiments. Cancer is a very complex topic that        
has the power to bring about a variety of         
emotions from people, and continuing to study       
this through both a linguistics and      
computational lens is of paramount importance. 
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